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Some problems in information 
seeking

1.Context bubble
2.Underspecified, uncertain and evolving 

information need
3.Laziness

• in giving relevance feedback
• in pre-specifying filtering criteria

4. Interfaces do not fully support users’ navigation 
behavior: Jump + local search
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Some problems+solutions in 
information seeking

1.Context bubble
‣ exploration/exploitation tradeoff

2.Underspecified, uncertain and evolving 
information need
‣ interactive on-line-learning interfaces

3.Laziness
• in giving relevance feedback
• in pre-specifiying filtering criteria

‣ no pain, no gain (but maximize gain/pain by 
making navigation more natural)
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Intent Radar of SciNet
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Glowacka et al., IUI 2013, Ruotsalo et al., CIKM 2013
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Our solution in a nutshell

• Model the user’s interests on-line
• Exploration-exploitation tradeoff when 

suggesting new
• Interactive visualization of the estimated 

interests
• for the user to navigate
• for the system to collect “feedback”
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Under the hood; data flow
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Under the hood

Figure: Overview of data flow
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Learning user intents/interests

Assume: Interests = keywords

Represent i th keyword by     , where the jth 
dimension is 1 if keyword i occurs in document j 
(“bag of documents”; plus tf-idf)

Assume relevance feedback is a linear function, 

Exploration-exploitation: Show the user 
keywords i with the highest upper confidence 
bound (LinRel, Auer 2002): 8

vance vectors r̂future,l predicted into the future, called the future
relevance vectors. Each vector r̂future,l, l = 1, . . . , L, is a projec-
tion of the current search intent into the future in response to a set
of L feedback operations the user could potentially use.
The user provides relevance feedback to search intents by giving

relevance scores ri ∈ [0, 1] to a subset of J keywords ki, i =
1, . . . , J . Here ri = 1 denotes keyword ki is highly relevant to the
user and she would like to direct her search in that direction, and
ri = 0 denotes the keyword is of no interest to the user.
Estimating keyword relevances. Let each keyword ki be repre-

sented as a binary n×1 vector ki telling which of the n documents
the keyword appeared in. To boost significance of documents with
rare keywords, we convert the ki into the tf-idf representation.
We assume the relevance score ri of a keyword ki is a random

variable with expected value E[ri] = k
!
i w. The unknown weight

vector w determines the relevance of keywords and it is estimated
based on the relevance feedback given so far in the search session.
Estimating the weight vector. The algorithm maintains an es-

timate ŵ of the vector w which maps keyword features to rele-
vance scores. To estimate w for a given search iteration, we use
the LinRel algorithm [1]. In each search iteration, LinRel yields
an estimate ŵ. Let K be a matrix where each row k

!
i is a feature

representation of one of the keywords ki shown so far, and let the
column vector rfeedback = [r1, r2, . . . , rp]! contain the p rele-
vance scores received so far from the user. LinRel estimates ŵ by
solving the linear regression r

feedback = Kw, and calculates an
estimated relevance score r̂i = k

!
i ŵ for each keyword ki.

Selecting keywords for presentation to the user. At each it-
eration the system might simply pick the keywords with highest
estimated relevance scores, but if ŵ is based on a small set of feed-
back, this exploitative choice could be suboptimal; or the system
could exploratively pick keywords where feedback would improve
accuracy of ŵ. To deal with the exploration-exploitation tradeoff
we select keywords not with the highest relevance score, but with
the largest upper confidence bound for the score. If σi is an up-
per bound on standard deviation of the relevance estimate r̂i, the
upper confidence bound of keyword ki is computed as r̂i + ασi,
where α > 0 is a constant used to adjust the confidence level of
the bound. Let rfeedback again denote the vector of all relevance
scores received from the user. In each iteration, LinRel computes
si = K(K!

K + λI)−1
ki where λ is a regularization parameter,

and the keywords ki that maximize s!i rfeedback + α
2 ‖si‖ are se-

lected for presentation; they represent the estimated current search
intent and are visualised in the inner grey circle of the Intent Radar
visualization (Figure 1). We use LinRel since it allows, at the same
time, to maximize relevance of intent estimates based on user in-
teractions and reduce system uncertainty about the relevant intents
that occurs because of limited and possibly suboptimal feedback.
Estimating alternative future intents. Our approach not only

estimates user’s current intents, but also suggests potential search
directions to the user. At each iteration, based on the current esti-
mated search intent (relevance vector r̂current over keywords), the
system estimates a set of alternative future search intents (future
estimates of the relevance vector). The future search intent is es-
timated for each of L alternative feedbacks l = 1, . . . , L; in each
feedback l, a pseudo-relevance feedback of 1 is given to the lth
keyword in the search intent visualization, the feedback is added to
the feedback from previous search iterations, and LinRel is used to
estimate the future relevance vector r̂future,l for keywords.
Each r̂

future,l provides the user a set of keywords she would
most likely be shown, if she decided to give positive feedback to
the lth currently shown keyword. Thus the user gets a view of L
potential search directions which can be explored in more detail.

Denote the current estimated search intent as r̂
current =

[r̂current
1 , . . . , r̂current

Nkeywords
]!, where r̂current

l is the estimated rel-
evance of the lth keyword. Future intents are estimated as the
Nkeywords × L matrix R̂future, where the element in row i, col-
umn l, is r̂future,li ∈ [0, 1], predicted relevance of the ith keyword
in the next search iteration according to the lth future intent.

2.3 Layout Optimization
We optimize a data-driven layout for the search intent and alter-

native future intents on the Intent Radar interface. We optimize lo-
cations of keywords in the inner circle (representing current intent)
and keywords in the outer circle (representing future intents) by
probabilistic modeling-based nonlinear dimensionality reduction.
Representation of the outer keywords. We lay out the future

potentially relevant keywords into the outer circle, based on their
potential future relevances. Consider the matrix R̂

future of pre-
dicted future keyword relevances across a set of future search in-
tents as discussed in Section 2.2. Each keyword ki in the outer
circle can be characterized by row i of R̂future, that is, by the row
vector r̃i = [r̂future,li , . . . , r̂future,Li ] where r̂future,li ∈ [0, 1] is
the estimated relevance of ki in the lth future search intent.
The norm ||r̃i|| represents overall predicted relevance of key-

word ki across future search intents; we use it as the radius of ki
on the radar. The vector r̄i = r̃i/||r̃i|| then tells which future
search intents make ki most relevant, that is, which direction of fu-
ture intent ki is associated with. We use a radial layout in which
keywords associated with similar future intents have similar angles.
Layout of keywords in the outer circle. Keywords ki and kj

in the outer circle can be called neighbors if their characterizations
r̄i, r̄j are similar: the keywords most similar to ki can be described
as a probabilistic neighbor distribution pi = {p(j|i)} where

p(j|i) = exp(−||r̄i − r̄j ||
2/σ2

i ) · (
∑

j′

exp(−||r̄i − r̄j′ ||
2/σ2

i ))
−1

and the σi are set as in [12]. On the display ki and kj appear similar
in the outer circle if they have close-by directions (angles) ai and
aj ; the keywords that appear most similar to ki in the outer circle
can then be described by neighbor distribution qi = {q(j|i)}where

q(j|i) = exp(−|ai − aj |
2/σ2

i ) ·
∑

j′

exp(−|ai − aj′ ||
2/σ2

i ))
−1 .

The task of the layout algorithm is to place keywords so that neigh-
boring keywords on the display have neighboring characterizations.
To do so, we measure the total Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL

between the neighborhoods of display locations versus characteri-
zations, as (

∑
s DKL(pi, qi) +

∑
s DKL(qi, pi))/2. The total di-

vergence is a function of the angles ai of the keywords in the outer
circle; we optimize the ai by gradient descent to minimize the to-
tal divergence. A similar approach was used to visualize fixed data
sets in [12]. This layout approach can be shown to correspond to
optimizing information retrieval of neighboring keywords from the
display layout (minimizing misses and false positives of such re-
trieval).
Highlighting of keywords in the outer circle. To highlight the

structure in the outer circle layout, we apply a simple agglomera-
tive clustering to angles ai of keywords in the outer circle. In detail,
start a cluster from the keyword with the smallest angle, and itera-
tively add the keyword with the next largest angle into the cluster as
long as the angle difference is below a treshold and the size of the
cluster is smaller than a specified percentage of all keywords in the
outer circle; when either condition fails start the next cluster. We
show clusters with different colors, and show for each cluster the
label of the predicted most relevant keyword (having largest ||r̃i||).

vance vectors r̂future,l predicted into the future, called the future
relevance vectors. Each vector r̂future,l, l = 1, . . . , L, is a projec-
tion of the current search intent into the future in response to a set
of L feedback operations the user could potentially use.
The user provides relevance feedback to search intents by giving

relevance scores ri ∈ [0, 1] to a subset of J keywords ki, i =
1, . . . , J . Here ri = 1 denotes keyword ki is highly relevant to the
user and she would like to direct her search in that direction, and
ri = 0 denotes the keyword is of no interest to the user.
Estimating keyword relevances. Let each keyword ki be repre-

sented as a binary n×1 vector ki telling which of the n documents
the keyword appeared in. To boost significance of documents with
rare keywords, we convert the ki into the tf-idf representation.
We assume the relevance score ri of a keyword ki is a random

variable with expected value E[ri] = k
!
i w. The unknown weight

vector w determines the relevance of keywords and it is estimated
based on the relevance feedback given so far in the search session.
Estimating the weight vector. The algorithm maintains an es-

timate ŵ of the vector w which maps keyword features to rele-
vance scores. To estimate w for a given search iteration, we use
the LinRel algorithm [1]. In each search iteration, LinRel yields
an estimate ŵ. Let K be a matrix where each row k

!
i is a feature

representation of one of the keywords ki shown so far, and let the
column vector rfeedback = [r1, r2, . . . , rp]! contain the p rele-
vance scores received so far from the user. LinRel estimates ŵ by
solving the linear regression r

feedback = Kw, and calculates an
estimated relevance score r̂i = k

!
i ŵ for each keyword ki.

Selecting keywords for presentation to the user. At each it-
eration the system might simply pick the keywords with highest
estimated relevance scores, but if ŵ is based on a small set of feed-
back, this exploitative choice could be suboptimal; or the system
could exploratively pick keywords where feedback would improve
accuracy of ŵ. To deal with the exploration-exploitation tradeoff
we select keywords not with the highest relevance score, but with
the largest upper confidence bound for the score. If σi is an up-
per bound on standard deviation of the relevance estimate r̂i, the
upper confidence bound of keyword ki is computed as r̂i + ασi,
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sets in [12]. This layout approach can be shown to correspond to
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display layout (minimizing misses and false positives of such re-
trieval).
Highlighting of keywords in the outer circle. To highlight the
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start a cluster from the keyword with the smallest angle, and itera-
tively add the keyword with the next largest angle into the cluster as
long as the angle difference is below a treshold and the size of the
cluster is smaller than a specified percentage of all keywords in the
outer circle; when either condition fails start the next cluster. We
show clusters with different colors, and show for each cluster the
label of the predicted most relevant keyword (having largest ||r̃i||).
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!
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!
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!
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where α > 0 is a constant used to adjust the confidence level of
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si = K(K!
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ki where λ is a regularization parameter,

and the keywords ki that maximize s!i rfeedback + α
2 ‖si‖ are se-

lected for presentation; they represent the estimated current search
intent and are visualised in the inner grey circle of the Intent Radar
visualization (Figure 1). We use LinRel since it allows, at the same
time, to maximize relevance of intent estimates based on user in-
teractions and reduce system uncertainty about the relevant intents
that occurs because of limited and possibly suboptimal feedback.
Estimating alternative future intents. Our approach not only

estimates user’s current intents, but also suggests potential search
directions to the user. At each iteration, based on the current esti-
mated search intent (relevance vector r̂current over keywords), the
system estimates a set of alternative future search intents (future
estimates of the relevance vector). The future search intent is es-
timated for each of L alternative feedbacks l = 1, . . . , L; in each
feedback l, a pseudo-relevance feedback of 1 is given to the lth
keyword in the search intent visualization, the feedback is added to
the feedback from previous search iterations, and LinRel is used to
estimate the future relevance vector r̂future,l for keywords.
Each r̂

future,l provides the user a set of keywords she would
most likely be shown, if she decided to give positive feedback to
the lth currently shown keyword. Thus the user gets a view of L
potential search directions which can be explored in more detail.

Denote the current estimated search intent as r̂
current =

[r̂current
1 , . . . , r̂current

Nkeywords
]!, where r̂current

l is the estimated rel-
evance of the lth keyword. Future intents are estimated as the
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umn l, is r̂future,li ∈ [0, 1], predicted relevance of the ith keyword
in the next search iteration according to the lth future intent.

2.3 Layout Optimization
We optimize a data-driven layout for the search intent and alter-

native future intents on the Intent Radar interface. We optimize lo-
cations of keywords in the inner circle (representing current intent)
and keywords in the outer circle (representing future intents) by
probabilistic modeling-based nonlinear dimensionality reduction.
Representation of the outer keywords. We lay out the future

potentially relevant keywords into the outer circle, based on their
potential future relevances. Consider the matrix R̂

future of pre-
dicted future keyword relevances across a set of future search in-
tents as discussed in Section 2.2. Each keyword ki in the outer
circle can be characterized by row i of R̂future, that is, by the row
vector r̃i = [r̂future,li , . . . , r̂future,Li ] where r̂future,li ∈ [0, 1] is
the estimated relevance of ki in the lth future search intent.
The norm ||r̃i|| represents overall predicted relevance of key-

word ki across future search intents; we use it as the radius of ki
on the radar. The vector r̄i = r̃i/||r̃i|| then tells which future
search intents make ki most relevant, that is, which direction of fu-
ture intent ki is associated with. We use a radial layout in which
keywords associated with similar future intents have similar angles.
Layout of keywords in the outer circle. Keywords ki and kj

in the outer circle can be called neighbors if their characterizations
r̄i, r̄j are similar: the keywords most similar to ki can be described
as a probabilistic neighbor distribution pi = {p(j|i)} where

p(j|i) = exp(−||r̄i − r̄j ||
2/σ2

i ) · (
∑
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exp(−||r̄i − r̄j′ ||
2/σ2

i ))
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and the σi are set as in [12]. On the display ki and kj appear similar
in the outer circle if they have close-by directions (angles) ai and
aj ; the keywords that appear most similar to ki in the outer circle
can then be described by neighbor distribution qi = {q(j|i)}where

q(j|i) = exp(−|ai − aj |
2/σ2

i ) ·
∑
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exp(−|ai − aj′ ||
2/σ2

i ))
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The task of the layout algorithm is to place keywords so that neigh-
boring keywords on the display have neighboring characterizations.
To do so, we measure the total Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL

between the neighborhoods of display locations versus characteri-
zations, as (

∑
s DKL(pi, qi) +

∑
s DKL(qi, pi))/2. The total di-

vergence is a function of the angles ai of the keywords in the outer
circle; we optimize the ai by gradient descent to minimize the to-
tal divergence. A similar approach was used to visualize fixed data
sets in [12]. This layout approach can be shown to correspond to
optimizing information retrieval of neighboring keywords from the
display layout (minimizing misses and false positives of such re-
trieval).
Highlighting of keywords in the outer circle. To highlight the

structure in the outer circle layout, we apply a simple agglomera-
tive clustering to angles ai of keywords in the outer circle. In detail,
start a cluster from the keyword with the smallest angle, and itera-
tively add the keyword with the next largest angle into the cluster as
long as the angle difference is below a treshold and the size of the
cluster is smaller than a specified percentage of all keywords in the
outer circle; when either condition fails start the next cluster. We
show clusters with different colors, and show for each cluster the
label of the predicted most relevant keyword (having largest ||r̃i||).



Interactive visualization to gather 
feedback
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GO	  THIS	  DIRECTION DON’T
GO	  THIS	  DIRECTION

INITIALLY	  VAGUE,	  
UNDERSPECIFIED	  QUERY

SEARCH



GO	  HERE	  
TO	  REACH	  X

GO	  HERE	  
TO	  REACH	  Y



Which labels to give to the 
choices? 

• That is, what would the user get after 
choosing keyword i ?

• “Lookahead-labeling” algorithm:
• tentatively give feedback to i
• estimate the new relevance profile

• on the brim of the display, show                             
keywords according to this profile
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Layout, “Intent Radar”

Radius: relevance
Angle: similarity

Optimize the angles by nonlinear 
dimensionality reduction to 1D

• Choose a feature representation.
• Here: relevance across the alternative futures

• Apply a suitable MDS method.
• Here: NeRV (Venna et al., JMLR 2010)
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Principle: Rank documents by the likelihoods 
they give to the keywords assessed relevant 
by the user model

Use a simple and scalable language model: 
multinomial unigram model

(Include suitable smoothing to cope with 
small counts, and additional diversification of 
the retrieved results.)

Retrieval
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Summary
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Under the Hood
User Studies
Conclusions

Under the hood

Figure: Overview of data flow

D. Glowacka, T. Ruotsalo, K. Konuyshkova, K. Athukorala, S. Kaski, G. JacucciDirecting Exploratory Search: Reinforcement Learning from User Interactions with Keywords

Many of the particular modelling choices are 
not crucial. They are a decent compromise 
between speed and expressive power.



HIIT-Wide Focus Area
Interactive Intent Modelling
Visualization and interaction

User Experiments
Conclusions and call to arms

Unique Data

We have acquired and index roughly the whole scientific product of the
humanity, over 60.000.000 abstracts and related metadata, including
citation network, authors, forums, etc.

Data are pre-processed and can be used for research within HIIT.

T. Ruotsalo J. Peltonen D. G lowacka M.J. Eugster A. Reijonen K. Konyushkova K. Athukorala I. Kosunen G. Jacucci P. Myllymki S. Kaski and other researchersHIIT-wide Focus Area: Interactive Intent Modelling for Exploratory Search

Sample experiments in 
Information seeking

• At the moment 60,000,000 scientific abstracts

• User’s task: Scientific writing scenario; collect 
material for an essay on a given topic 
(semantic search or robotics)

• Ground truth: Expert evaluations

• 30 users
16



Information seeking results

17
Figure 2: Results of the user experiments divided according to the evaluation aspects: Quality of displayed information, Interaction
support for exploration, and Task performance.

received in response to interactions with the intent models, while
users bookmarked more obvious documents from the results they
obtained using typed queries.
Overall the results suggest that interactive intent modeling, in

particular the Intent Radar interface, which complements future
intent prediction with appropriate visualization, allowed users to
reach the novel documents that were harder to find with the Typed
Query system.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced interactive intent modeling for di-

recting exploratory search and demonstrated its usefulness in task-
based user experiments. Our results show that interactive intent
modeling, in which visualization is used to allow uses to engage
with directing their search from initial expressions of their infor-
mation needs, can significantly improve users’ performance in ex-
ploratory search tasks. The improvements can be attributed to im-
proved quality of displayed information in response to user interac-
tions, better targeted interaction between the user and the system,
and improved support for directing search to achieve novel infor-
mation. Interaction with intent visualization does not replace the
query-typing interaction, but offers an additional complementary
way to express more specific intents to direct search towards novel,
but still relevant information. The improved quality of informa-
tion, in particular when displayed on the Intent Radar interface,
also transfers to improved task performance. Our findings suggest
that interactive intent modeling can significantly improve the effec-
tiveness of exploratory search.
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Other measures

When asked to bookmark, users bookmark more novel and more
relevant documents after intent manipulations, and most after
manipulations of the radar

Experts assess the materials collected for the imaginary essays 30%
better for radar search users (double blind assessments).

Figure: Subjective user assessments, initial eye tracking experiments
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For exploratory search tasks, an interface 
with interactive intent modelling outperforms 
pure typed-query searches.

We introduced a system that combines
• dynamic/online modelling of user interests
• exploration-exploitation tradeoff
• “intent radar” visualization of the estimated 

current and future
• navigation by interacting with the estimates

Conclusions
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